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Description New 2024 Grand Design Imagine XLS 21BHE Grand Design Imagine XLS travel
trailer 21BHE highlights: Outside Griddle Double-Size Bunks Queen Murphy Bed
Booth Dinette Exterior Spray Port   Can you think of anything better than a
weekend in this Imagine XLS travel trailer! You will never miss home when you
see all of the amenities included on this trailer. There is a full bathroom for easy
morning routines, a set of double-size bunks with privacy curtains for compact
sleeping, shoe storage under the booth dinette, and a full kitchen with all of the
appliances needed for filling meals. There is also a privacy curtain in the front
that sections off the queen Murphy bed. In addition to all of that, you'll also find an
outdoor griddle that you can use when the weather is nice. The unobstructed
pass-through storage will be able to store your fishing poles and sports
equipment while you travel.    Let your imagination run wild with the possibilities
that the Grand Design Imagine XLS travel trailer can provide! The Imagine XLS
has been built with oversized tank capacities, an extra-large 2" fresh water drain
valve, a ducted A/C system, a power tongue jack, and a heated and enclosed
underbelly with suspended tanks. There is a designated heat duct to the subfloor
and a residential ductless heating system throughout. For outdoor adventures,
the electric awning with LED lights will enable you to stay protected, and the
exterior speakers make any time outside a party. You will also love the XLS Solar
Package that comes with a 165W roof mounted solar panel, a 40 Amp charge
controller, a 12V 10 cu. ft. refrigerator, and roof mounted quick connect plugs!
Bunkhouse|Murphy Bed
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2024 Imagine XLS 21BHE $42,892
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 436961
VIN Number: brownsrvfeed-436961
Condition: New
Length: 299
GVW: 6395
Sleeps: 7

Item address 30049 Highway 151, 29101, McBee, South Carolina, United States
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